
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Big Belly Auto Fill  water dispensers are Australia’s number one selling, mains connected, drain free 
units. Preferred by the filtration industry because of their build quality, reliability and their huge 12 litre 
filtered water reservoir, they provide a cost effective means of supplying endless Cold water without the 
hassle of storing and changing spring-water bottles. 

Features 
  Plumbs directly to water source 
  Complete American designed filter system 
 Hot & Cold or Cold & Cool water temperature options 
 Large 12 litre reservoir 
 Easily cleaned and sanitised 
 Easy to operate taps 
  Hot water safety tap 
 3-year comprehensive warranty 

Performance 
Tap 1 outlet water 9°C approx. 
Tap 2 outlet water 18°C approx. 
Hot tap outlet 88°C approx. 

 

Faucets 
High impact polypropylene lever type. Fast flow 
and easy to operate.Hot tap safety tap. 
Colour 
High gloss cloud white available as standard 

Cabinet 
Top and front panels are moulded of UV treated 
ABS and side panels are zinc coated steel sheets 
covered in electrostatically applied high polymer 
polyester resin. 
The rust-proof top provides a flat surface to hold 
small coffee servers and trays 

Cooling Reservoir 
Constructed of polypropylene plastic, approximately 
12 litres in capacity. The reservoir features large 
radius corners to facilitate cleaning. The integrated 
zoned waterway and baffle system prevents ice rings 
from restricting chilled water flow. Cold water 
capacity below the baffle is 4.2 litres. Water above the 
baffle stays at or about room temperature. 

 
 
 

 
Hot Tank 
500 Watt sheathed heater installed in the tank 
ensures accurate temperature control. On/Off 
switch is easily accessible at rear of cabinet. Tank 
capacity is 2 litres. 
Hot water delivery: 15 x 170ml cups p/hr 
Drip Tray 
Concealed lift-out design of a high impact durable 
plastic. Removable for sanitation, it incorporates an anti- 
splash grid which diverts drain water into the drip tray. 

Dimensions 
31 cm W x 31 cm D x 104 cm H 
Warranty 
The entire range of AWC Big Belly Series water 
coolers are covered by our 3 Year Comprehensive 
Warranty. The warranty provides comprehensive 
parts and labor coverage, for the period of 3 year 
from the date of original sale. 

 

 
 

Ideal for high volume needs 
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Tasting Water 
The ELF filter produced by Omnipure the Global 
filter company based in the USA sets a new 
benchmark for long-term quality filtration of water. 

These Omnipure filters are available in a range 
starting with the standard 10 & 1-micron carbon 
blocks, lead specific carbon blocks & 
polyphosphate carbon blocks for equipment 
protection from contaminants associated with hard 
water. This is especially important with equipment 
that has a heating element such as dishwashers, 
steam ovens & even Ice machines & Coffee 
machines. 

The filter bodies are constructed using virgin, high- 
impact polypropylene which is especially ideal for 
use in applications where sanitary conditions are 
required. 

All materials used in the construction of the filters 
are NSF &/or FDA approved. 

They are a very popular filter in all fields of 
domestic & retail applications due to their ease of 
being able to be removed & replaced with 
a minimum of fuss. 

 
 
 

BUYER BEWARE 
Many inferior carbon filters coming from Asian 
countries & positioned very cheaply in the market 
place, give people the false perception that they have 
chosen a filter that is going to give them a healthy 
outcome. 

Nothing could be further from reality because the 
source of carbon in the filters dictates the quality and 
consequently its healthiness and safety 

Carbon sourced from coal gives off dangerous 
carcinogens and is used in cheap filters. 

Ominipure filters only use quality carbon sourced 
from activated coconut shell which has been washed 
numerous times. 

190mg PHOS/PBM 
 

Configuration of a ELF filter cartridge with 5-way filtration 
 

Made in USA  

Specifications 
 

 
 

ELF Filter ELF-P-RA 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HOW TO CHANGE THE FILTER ON YOUR AUTO-FILL WATER DISPENSER 

 
Please read these instructions carefully & in full before you start the process of changing 

your water filter. 

Once familiar with the instructions follow them carefully step by step to ensure a smooth 
changeover of the filter. 

 
 

1. Find the isolation tap that turns the water off leading to the filter. This is usually a white fitting with 
a BLUE handle. 

2. Turn the handle of the fitting 90 degrees so that it now faces the opposite direction to the plastic 
hose that carries the water to the filter. 

3. Please note on your new filter there is a notch on one side of the upper filter assembly and 2 
notches on the other side of the upper filter assembly. When you remove the old filter from the 
filter head take note where the notches are for easy re-assembling. 

4. Remove the old Filter by twisting to the right and pull the filter in a downwards direction. 
(sometimes they can be a bit tight) 

5. Remove the BLUE dust cap from the top of your new filter 
6. Insert your new filter taking note of where the notches are as previously mentioned. This will allow 

your filter to go back into the correct position. Sometimes a small amount of pressure/force is 
required. 

7. Return the blue handle on the isolation tap to its original position. 
8. Listen for the water filling the new filter. 
9. Take a litre of water out of your water cooler from your taps to allow easy flush. 

 
 

 
If further assistance is required, please contact our office on 1300 365 202. 
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